personality. Politicisation of the German person had to take place in the context of Volksstaat, not in democracy. To be free meant the embedding of the individual into the harmonious beauty of the whole. This notion created a social and political vacuum between the lowest denominator or totality of the Germanic people and the highest whole or totality of the
Germanic personality, so that education had to be given the attribution -one that continues to be variously described and affirmed in education research in the German-language realm up to the present day -that education is autonomous, independent of social or political context. This was based on the term Bildung -the inner ideology set against a pluralistic world. Autonomy means insisting on the inner freedom of man, on his inner coherency, and his will. In the midst of the confusing simultaneous demands of society on youth, educational autonomy is believed to be a means of assuring human unity and wholeness; it serves a protective dam to contain the danger of persons being ripped apart or pulled hither and yon. With its goal of awakening a unified spiritual life against the modern plural democratic world, the true educational community becomes crucial.
In Germany today, there is an ongoing discussion of a goal that falls under the catchword of internationalisation. It is interesting to note that there are practically no voices speaking against this objective, which we would expect if the call to internationalisation were more descriptive than normative and if internationalisation were the standard rather than the exception. However, that is not the case, for national grammars continue to determine the educational discourse of the present. National contexts still form the framework of and shape research. I would like to illustrate this by example of the German tradition, where this tendency has been particularly pronounced.
The framework of German educational discourse of the twentieth century is geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik, which triumphed around 1925 in the second half of the Weimar Republic on the basis of various successful strategies (in organisational, institutional, and literature/journalistic areas):
᭹ the establishment of education as one of the humanities in the philosophical faculties of the universities and, with this, the rejection of education as an empirical science; 1 1 At a conference in May 1917 in Berlin, it was determined that teachers' education would take place outside the universities, for education was not considered to be purely "scientific", meaning not philosophical enough. The very few chairs established in the universities in the 1920s were held by exponents of geisteswissenschatliche Pädagogik, who were believed to be close to the major German philosophical tradition. See: Bernhard Schwenk, "Pädagogik in den philosophischen Fakultäten. Zur Entstehungsgeschichte der 'geisteswisenschaftlichen' Pädagogik in Deutschland ᭹ an interpretation of the diverse and varying streams of thought in the New Education that homogenises them into something that is taken to be the precursor of geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik.
From the normative perspective, the geisteswissenschaftlich paradigm of education bases upon:
᭹ philosophical orientation towards German Protestant metaphysics, the metaphysical view of Geist; ᭹ political orientation towards German Romanticism and, therefore, scepticism regarding democracy; ᭹ scepticism about modernity as a whole and modern science in particular; ᭹ the assertion of the autonomy of education from social, economic, and political contexts.
In the following, I would like to outline in three steps the discourse of geisteswissenschaftlich education, or education as one of the humanities or arts rather than as a science. By discourse I do not mean a more or less coherent scientific system of topics and methods, or paradigm, as Thomas Kuhn described it. What we find instead is a rather diffuse conglomerate of divergent positions -having a common denominator of politicised, histrionic, and aestheticised slogans -that transcend scientific borders to both incorporate and reinforce dominant mental dispositions and movements in society. Precisely because of its fuzziness and lack of conceptual clarity, we will see that the discourse was easily and widely adaptable.
Dualisms
In the early 1920s, Alfred Vierkandt, one of the founding fathers of the German Sociological Association, published Der Dualismus im modernen Weltbild. 4 Vierkandt wrote that, based on predecessors Hegel and Schopenhauer, modern thought from 1900 had undergone a shift from the old, theistic Weltanschauung to a "dualistic" world-view. 5 The new way of thinking broke away from rationalism and turned to life (Leben), which is characterised by central dualisms between "an animalisticbiological world and a world of the spirit or soul (Geist)". 6 Despite the fact that the soul world had its own laws, it was also causally determined by the conditions of the empirical world, because Weltanschauungen are always "personal forms of a general view that is collective in nature" -or in other words, discourse as I use it here. Vierkandt went on to say that the dualism of the time was expressed in philosophy, art, culture, and spiritual life. He then distinguished between a higher and lower stage of human being, between culture and civilisation, the rationalism of pure reason and the rationalism of understanding, individualism as autonomy within society and individualism as a "state of atomistic disintegration and decomposition". Vierkandt's analysis of contemporary, and foremost German, thought was very accurate, as is shown by the development of geisteswissenschaftliche education, which is indeed based on dualistic thinking. The dualisms show up in concentrated form in an essay by Herman Nohl in 1926, Die Einheit der Pädagogischen Bewegung, 8 which is probably the shortest, most succinct summary of the geisteswissenschaftlich doctrine. The dualisms are: ᭹ Empiry and Geist; ᭹ Plurality and Unity; ᭹ Outward and Inward.
The juxtaposition is between plural, external reality versus the inward unity of Geist, or mental-internal unity. This distinction is descriptive as well as normative, because it favours the inward unity of Geist, and it is not original. It was already discussed in the context of eighteenth-century Enlightenment thinking in Germany, in the German Romantic Movement. In the essay, Nohl examines the debates on education law that were unleashed at the School Conference (Reichsschulkonferenz) of the Weimar Republic in 1920. He writes that the chaos, tumult, disunity, and inconsistency of the debates reflect broader political and social debates and appear 4 Alfred Vierkandt, Der Dualismus im modernen Weltbild (Berlin, 1923) . 5 Ibid., pp. 5ff. 6 Ibid., p. 6. 7 Ibid., pp. 87-90. 8 to suggest that, in a Platonic sense, there is no internal coherency to them. Even if we go beyond all politically motivated discourse, says Nohl, there still remains a multitude of educational movements that appear to be just as incompatible. If we look at these reform movements merely from the outside, all that we perceive is an "educational revolution" that falls apart into seemingly independent concepts. Nohl calls this a false, "external" conclusion that he counters with the following apodictic hypothesis: If these diverse educational movements represent something that is true and alive, then there must be an ultimate unity among them. The notion of truth that Nohl mentions refers to the idea of truth in German philosophy at the time; it is non-empirical and stands in explicit contrast to the pragmatic idea of knowledge as dependent upon experience. The contemporary conception of life (Leben), which was common by 1900, was also not empirical, as it is in modern science, but instead expressed the notion of the mystic-holistic experience of life, which Wilhelm Dilthey, Nohl's teacher, had contrasted against the natural sciences. The unity that Nohl proposes to discern in the diverse reform movements from 1900 onwards is the "unity of a new ideal of the German man". 9 This not only homogenises the multifarious forms of New Education, but also narrows them down nationally. Nohl thus trims and cuts New Education to allow it to be utilised for the development of a national doctrine of geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik.
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The dualistic thought schema is virulent not only among German educationalists and philosophers. Probably no one at the time put more concisely the nationalistic loading of dualism than the highly regarded novelist and essayist, Thomas Mann, who identified the German character with a spiritual-apolitical attitude. Mann wrote that the difference between Geist and politics encompasses the difference between culture and civilisation, soul and society, freedom and the right to vote, art and literature. For Mann, Germanness is culture, soul, freedom, art, and not civilisation, society, the right to vote, literature.
11 Mann and others criticised Western democracy and capitalism -first and foremost, however, American democracy and capitalism, which were seen to epitomise both of these "unGerman" movements. 12 Mann even viewed democracy as identical with materialism or capitalism, 13 and he attacked all three, noting that politics in general was "unGerman" or even "hostile to Germany" 14 , because the Germans, in their philosophy of life, were a "Folk of life". 15 To Mann, this notion of life was the most German, most Goethe-like, and in a religious sense, the very highest conservative notion, 9 Ibid., p. 58. 10 18 and the West as having the soul of the petty shopkeeper while Germans had the soul of the warrior. This dualistic comparison was commonplace at the time and was used practically word-for-word by the German philosopher, Max Scheler. 19 What is remarkable is that Germany was the leading economic power in Europe at the time of the First World War. Nevertheless, only the states to the West were reproached with materialism. This discrepancy between German economic prosperity and German ideology, or between matter and Geist, was not, however, due to a lack of knowledge about Germany's national economic potency. Instead, the contradiction was consciously nullified by a further dualism, inward purity and outward corruption. This shows up clearly in the work of Rudolf Eucken, New Idealist philosopher of life (Lebensphilosophie) and winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature. Eucken acknowledges that Germany -like France, England, or America -had experienced tremendous economic growth in the nineteenth century. The crucial difference according to Eucken, however, is that this development did not corrupt the Germans' true character: "Have we then fallen away from our own selves when we turned to the visible world, when we developed our forces on land and water, when we took the lead in industry and technology? Have we thus denied our true, inner nature?" Eucken asks, only to respond, "No and once again no!". 20 That true nature, which according to Eucken differentiates the Germans from the rest of the nations, is an inner spiritual life, which was originally religious and through the course of history came to characterise the whole of German life and thought. German philosophy, Eucken says, is essentially different from all other philosophies; it is not merely self-orientation in the given world, but, rather, a bold attempt to understand the world from inside ourselves; it creates great masses of thought, monumental systems, and with these systems it attempts to penetrate the visible world, and even to turn it into an invisible one.
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Eucken believed, with Thomas Mann, that this spiritual inner life could be seen in German art and particularly in music. 22 Mann sees art, dualistically, as the opposite of politics 23 and Germanness, or the Germanic character, as equivalent to 16 Ibid., p. art. 24 Music and the German character became welded together with the music of Martin Luther; music became a form of morals. 25 For Mann, art is the expression of Bildung, which is a term coined by Goethe and particular only to the Germans, 26 that refers to the cultivation, the forming of the inner spiritual life of man. 27 It is thus no surprise that Mann sent his children to Landerziehungsheime, the country schools founded by German educators based on the concepts of New Education, 28 or Reformpädagogik, which in Germany emerged from pietistic motives 29 on a religious basis. 30 It was in this context that Eduard Spranger, professor of education and philosophy in Berlin and a prominent member of the geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik, belittled John Dewey's work, which he reduced to education that was merely economic and technical. He assessed this as vastly inferior to the "latitude (breadth) of German education". 31 For Spranger, Dewey's work represented -in stark contrast to the higher ends woven into the German mind -a despicable kitchen and handyman utilitarianism that had to be countered by the "theory of the ideal Bildung". 32 24 Ibid., pp. 106, 129ff. 25 Ibid., p. 311. 26 Ibid., pp. 497-498. 27 Ibid., p. 249. 28 The model was Cecil Reddie's Abbotsholme. The German theologian, Hermann Lietz, was a teacher at Abbotsholme in 1896 and wrote the educational novel Emlohstobba (anagram of Abbotsholme). In 1898 Lietz founded the first German Landerziehungsheim. In contradiction to Lietz's anti-Semitism and nationalism, the Landerziehungheime to which Thomas Mann sent his children were more "democratic", at least in the German interpretation. The background of these democratic schools was the belief that in the innermost region of every person we find the basis for the harmony of every community. Harmony, found in the (Protestant) soul, is the basis of this "democractic" concept, not freedom or plurality. 29 
The Construction of the Two Totalities
In Germany, the resistance to empiricism in combination with a tendency that Dewey rejected as the Quest for Certainty led to two analogous notions of totality or wholeness. Mann, writing on belief, once again offers a concise formulation of the way in which the empirical social dimension was marginalised in favour of the moral perfecting of both the individual and the nation as a religious vision: The "personal ethos" is primary, preceding the social ethos. 33 Man is not a mere social being, for he is also -in a dualistic manner -a metaphysical one. For that reason man is not merely individual, but, more importantly, "personhood" (Persönlich-keit), 34 which meant an inward spiritual life that arose through effort and selfcultivation, or Bildung. Here Mann uses a concept that was also central in liberal Protestant theology regarding salvation from the deep fin-de-siècle crisis. The concept of Persönlichkeit was highly attractive to the educationalists, and it became popular through a widely received book, Die Persönlichkeits-Pädagogik, 35 written in 1897 by Ernst Linde, one of the opponents of Herbartianism. Mann writes that man is not only a social being, but also a metaphysical being, the German being a metaphysical being first of all. 36 In addition to inward personhood, however, the nation, or the "emergence of nationality from religious elements, the national idea as a religion," also takes precedence over the political and social dimensions of man. 37 Because the Absolute cannot be politicised, writes Mann, it is important to follow Kant and separate and distinguish spiritual, national life from the political sphere 38 and to speak not of democracy, but of Volksstaat, 39 or the ethnic nation, the community that shares an ethos. The solidarity of all such spirits is itself, however, not a product of the mind, but, rather, solidarity that emerges "organically" from the homogeneity of the form of being. 40 In agreement with Mann, Sombart writes that each individual person can perfect himself only in the framework of the typical characteristics of his folk. 41 Marianne Weber, wife of the famous sociologist, Max Weber, writes in 1916 about the outbreak of the war that everyone felt lifted out of themselves as they became one with the greater whole. 42 The grudge was directed against democratic plurality and the "levelling, atomising spirit of the Enlightenment, against the sciences that were becoming differentiated and specialised and their international dimension". who has been raised to "heroic idealism". 46 Western democracy is seen as an atomistic "aggregate of individuals" and juxtaposed against the German concept of Nation, which is "a folk community composing a unity", the "deliberate organisation of something transcending individuals", to which single individuals, 47 who are Persönlichkeiten (who have cultivated personhood), belong as parts. Sombart concludes that in addition to this orientation towards the concept of the whole, the fact that there should be a continuing, firm commitment to raise strong, unique, self-contained personalities, who are after all the most wonderful credit to the Volk, is self-understood. 48 For Eucken, the principle of the inner spiritual life as the "whole of personality" is what gives the Germans their "world historical importance", 49 for it forms the "last dam holding back the mud slide of commercialism". 50 Exploring the soul of the German, the philosopher Paul Natorp distinguishes "true" or "full," e.g. "German individuality" from the merely contingent individuality that he associates with particularity. 51 He thus stigmatises the West as "civilisation" and "society," while the Germans alone are considered to be a Volk of "culture" and "Gemeinschaft". 52 According to Natorp, democracy in Germany means something different than in all other nations. To the Germans democracy is not connoted with multiplicity or plurality, but with the "allness of the Volk comrades". Only such an understanding deserves to be called "true democracy", demanding social economy and social education, whereas he names Pestalozzi, the "essentially German Swiss", 53 as an antetype. Whatever seemed to fit into the German national ideology was adapted and interpreted as German; whatever seemed to be foreign was strictly rejected: "Internationalisation? The devil with it . . . We understand all foreign peoples, yet none understand us, and none can understand us . . . They do not understand us, but they sense our vast spiritual/ mental superiority. . . . So let us Germans in our times go through the world proudly, with heads held high, in the secure understanding that we are the folk of God".
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Völkisch (National) Totality as the Fertile Ground for the Forming of the Personality
A decidedly nationalist education theory in Germany goes back to the year 1806, the end of the "Holy Empire" through Napoleon. Nationalist in the Germanlanguage realm in the 1800s meant education directed to a community, an ethnic folk, bound by a shared language and customs. For the Germans, the Nation was not 44 the real state, the German Reich, but, rather, the linguistic cultural community. It was no coincidence that after 1890, the works of Fichte, Arndt, and Jahn, the most prominent representatives of that educational tradition, were now once again being widely read and cited, but this time in a more pronounced nationalistic context, where völkisch came to connote the specific German folk and was often linked with Anti-Semitism. This development can be illustrated quite graphically in the changes in the way that national holidays were staged and presented to educate the Volk. National celebrations at the Hermann monument in 1841, 1875, and 1909 serve as an example. Hermann is the falsely Germanised name for Armin, the Cheruscan prince who defeated Roman legions at the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest in 9 A.D. This legendary defeat effectively cast the Romans out of Germania. The historian Tacitus honoured Armin in the Annals as the liberator of Germania; ever since, "Hermann" has been the most famous figure of early German history. In 1909, the 1900-year anniversary of the battle was celebrated. In contrast to the national celebrations of 1841 and 1875, this particular occasion served, as historian Charlotte Tacke has discovered, the "propagation of national and völkisch ideologies", 55 by portraying a harmonious and distorted picture of early German history and deliberately refraining from including contemporary political statements. 56 Earlier national celebrations of Hermann had emphasised visions of societal coexistence; in 1909, however, the point was to plant in the people's imagination the idea of a historically legitimate national society that should no longer be seen as bound by geo-spatial borders. 57 And, in contrast to the two earlier national celebrations, this time there was involvement of the rural, agrarian folk in order to propagate the idea of the völkisch unity of the national society, unity that could not be changed through history and unity despite the social classes defined by occupation (farmers, artisans, bourgeoisie, nobility). 58 This 1909 celebration of the völkisch unity of the Germans even overcame the traditional division of roles between the genders, according to which woman's role is in the home and man's role is in the outside world. The national mobilisation 59 required women as brides and mothers. "Reproduction within marriage, the rearing of children, in particular the rearing of sons to be warriors and members of the Volk community, care of the wounded and the sick, as well as upholding the masculine war morale . . . were given historical legitimacy and established as the duties of women within national society". Just a few years later, at the start of the First World War, this attitude leads Sombart to define the double, gender-specific, nationalistic goal of education: "Wide-hipped women to bear hardy warriors; strong-boned, wiry, courageous men with stamina to be fit for war". 61 The bourgeois women's movement sought after Volk unity Downloaded by [UZH Hauptbibliothek / Zentralbibliothek Zürich] at 23:02 24 January 2016 explicitly. 62 Although the martial rhetoric of wartime receded during the Weimar Republic, the völkisch orientation, which assigned a central role to women, remained strong. Herman Nohl, lecturing in October of 1932, refers to the common perception that Germany was in a state of crisis. His premise is that "our German destiny" was being decided in the areas east of the Elbe, for the glamorous big industry could only build upon the "foundation of the strength of the Volk". Nohl therefore demands the re-agrarianisation of Germany, 63 which together with the "will towards settlement" is no longer merely an economic issue, but instead the "elementary release of our national powers that have been dammed". 64 The power of the Volk is not a question of "industrial captains and party leaders", but bases upon the people, the "settler and his wife", and is ultimately an educational, that is, a "social educational or "national educational" question 65 in which women play a central role. For Nohl, the "lifting up of the Volk" and the "establishing of the Nation" will essentially depend upon the extent to which "female energies" could be increased. To this end, Nohl envisions two supporting roles: "female village helpers" who will support "women, those plagued creatures of the world" 66 and kindergarten teachers, for it is in kindergarten that children learn the German language "in the early years, when language and mythos grow in the soul, which will guide the subsequent development of the child and the adult". 67 The "spiritual/mental health" of Germany 68 will ultimately depend upon the "possibility of a healthy family and neighbourhood life in the country," which fosters in the village community the inner life, strength, and energy that makes each person proud and firm. 69 For Nohl, mother-housewife is the supporting pillar of the family, and the family is the actual life cell of the Volk. Only when these cells are effective and joyful actors is the Nation unsurpassable. 70 Klafki, who with Johanna-Luise Brockmann recently published a study on the relationship between geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik and National Socialism, finds it important to emphasise that Nohl should not be branded simply as a forerunner of National Socialistic education (Klafki & Brockmann 2002 , pp. 31ff.). 71 I agree; however, I also do not think that this is the crucial point. I find it more significant that Nohl, in the context of the fundamental dualisms, saw the economic, political, and social world in a pejorative sense. He was able to find meaning only through extolling Volk life and apolitical education. Through their brisk rejection of Western democracy, industry, and science, the geisteswissenschaftliche educationalists also robbed themselves of other, meaningful alternatives and the opportunity to develop a new language of education. The inevitable consequence of this could only be adaptation to the new power relations after 1933. In a letter to Erika Hoffmann in May 1933, who had written to Nohl expressing her uncertainty regarding a National Socialist group of pupils within the Pestalozzi-Fröbel-Haus, Nohl admonished, "If only you could stand as a teacher before these young girls, who indeed have the understandable right to make swastikas. I am pleased with every pupil who can participate in this wholeheartedly". 72 We find the same uncertainty and helplessness in Eduard Spranger, who wrote an article on "The individuality of conscience and the state" (Die Individualität des Gewissens und der Staat 73 ) in the first three months of 1933 -at the time Hitler became Reichskanzler (30 January) and the Nationalsozialistische Partei gained 44% of the election votes (5 March). Spranger seems to feel uncomfortable with what he calls a sort of demonical possession of the Volk (Volksdämonie) -but he does not have any but a very unhappy historical German alternative. "We must not drown within a demonical possession of the Volk, but we have to hang on to Fichte's belief in the Volk". According to Fichte, the national movement after 1806 had shown the divine element in the German Volk, the origins that deemed it worthy of taking form and going out into the world. "That is why", Spranger cites Fichte, "the divine will break forth from this Volk one day again. It is from this belief that the consuming flame of higher love of the Fatherland blazes up -that patriotism that envelops the nation as a mantle of the eternal".
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Personhood and Volk Education
The education of the Nation or Volk was not understood to be totalitarian education by the state, but, rather, as the fertile ground for Bildung, the spiritual formation of integrated, cultivated personalities who would orient themselves to the Volk community. The supremacy of the German people and the Germanic personality according to this view lies in the qualities they were claimed to possess: naturalness, simplicity, unspoiled-ness, and innocence. This -and here is the crucial pointmakes a relationship between the two totalities, the person and the Volk, part and parcel of education. No Volk, says Eucken, the philosopher, has ever been as concerned with the self-contained person, and no Volk has ever understood childhood as insightfully as the Germans. Eucken believes that this competency comes from the ability to "understand empathically the soul of the child", an ability that he attributes to the Germans alone. This means, says Eucken, that in the inner 72 Cited in ibid., p. 81. 73 The double, analogous totality pattern, which at one and the same time frames and leaves out the empirical world, can already be seen in Nohl's 1926 essay on the unified education movement. He tries to show that the purpose of all the different strings of the New Education movement is to strive to overcome the one-sided schooling of the intellect, "mere" intellectual training, in favour of total education, meaning, as Nohl adds, education that is conscious of the community, or more precisely, the "ideal of a Volk community". The task, says Nohl, is to provide an educational organisation that develops unified humanness, that makes the person whole, and at the same time fosters the unity of a higher form of life in the Volk as a whole, which is at risk of being lost through the process of modern specialisation. For Nohl, the salvation of the German Volk from the dangers of the modern world, with its plurality and division of labour, lies in educating youth to the higher spiritual life of the idea, in teaching them that they must always consider the whole, from which the meaning of life comes, so that the Volk can blossom as a unified higher spiritual life in a higher form of community. Nohl believes with no uncertainty that it is this educational work on the totality that will rescue the German people from the pitfalls of the pluralising world. He writes that the future of the German people depends on this endeavour, that future that it is the fortune and responsibility of every German educator to contribute towards. 76 This corresponds exactly to thoughts that Nohl had expressed immediately after the First World War, while he was still stationed in Belgium, in the foreword to a collection of essays. His words expressed the mood of the mainstream of all educators of the time: "There is no other cure for the misfortune of our Volk than the new education of its youth, raising them to joyful, courageous, and creative achievement". 77 Almost twenty years earlier (and therefore long before the First World War) Eduard Spranger lamented the "inner corrosion" of Germany to an industrial state or social democracy or even anarchy -and promoted Fichte's ideal of a "closed national Bildung". 78 In 1920, Spranger repeated that there was only one way out of the political corrosion of the German Volk: the establishment of an educational parliament mandated to discuss educational matters autonomously and free from any direct linkage with politics or economy. Spranger knows that there will never again be a uniform Weltanschauung. However, he does not turn, as a consequence, to pluralism and democracy, but, rather, to a "higher spiritual power" that is superior to any Weltanschauung and to which education has to lead young men. 79 The way in which this formative discourse impacted the administration of the schools is revealed in the new organisation of teacher training in 1925. The constitution of the Weimar Reich had introduced four years of general primary 75 Eucken, Die weltgeschichtliche Bedeutung des deutschen Geistes, p. 13. 76 Nohl, "Die Einheit der pädagogischen Bewegung", pp.60f. 77 school for all children in 1920. In a 1925 memorandum, the Prussian Ministry for Science, Art and Education states that the goal of the reorganisation of primary school teacher training in Prussia is to train teachers to be teachers (Bildner) of the Volk and child-rearers (Erzieher) of the Volk with a high consciousness of real life. Teacher training should base upon strong roots in native Volk tradition 80 and strive towards a many-sided education, rather than the mere accumulation of knowledge. Teacher training should become the guardian of heimatlich (or native) nature and culture and heimatlich (native) Volk traditions (Heimat meaning the native homeland). This would produce teachers capable of contributing towards the promotion of healthy German Volk character and culture that is down-to-earth and embedded in tradition. 81 In other words, the aim should be to rear teacher personalities that are suited and willing to serve the community, 82 to rear the "Führer and Erzieher personality". 83 Along with the German language, Heimat had become the fundamental element of the curriculum of true education. Eduard Spranger, one of the most influential theoreticians of Heimat, saw in Heimatkunde (or the study of Heimat) the chance to overcome the increasing specialisation of school subjects. In contrast to specialised subjects, the contents of Heimat reflect the organic in the world, the totality of life.
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As it can not be dealt with using one science alone, says Spranger, it is the purest example of a totalising science, 85 a schooling in the concept of totality that we need in order to liberate ourselves from the mental-spiritual fragmentation of the present. 86 Here again, this totality is seen in a double manner: in the unity of the Volk and in the spiritual-mental unity within ourselves.
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Bildung in a Social Vacuum: The Autonomy of Education
The constructions of deepest roots in the tradition of the Volk/highest inner spirituality in the personality resulted in an education that had to oscillate between lowest and highest and, through this, had to lose sight of empirical, that is, social and political dimensions. It is in this form that the history of education was constructed and its high point seen as the German Romantic Movement around 1800. In this context, a theory of Bildung was developed.
Here again Thomas Mann is representative of the thinking at the start of the twentieth century. In the frequently cited Reflections of an Unpolitical Man, Mann is proud to stress in 1918 that the German concept of education lacked the political element 88 as he rearticulates the long-established idea that the Germanic essence and the notion of Bildung is apolitical and antidemocratic. Referring to Goethe, 80 Mann writes that the "democratisation of the means of education" is the only and bitterly necessary corrective to the emerging democracy. The true understanding of education puts social and political issues in their only proper place: inside the inner personality. 89 Education, says Mann, is the forming of human beings, and never will the German spirit view "human beings" exclusively or even foremost as "social human beings". 90 Politicisation of the German person has to take place in the context of Volksstaat, not democracy, for only so can the German people fulfil the "tasks of supremacy". 91 In this same period Sombart formulated the German understanding of freedom. He writes in 1915 that freedom in the German sense means mainly to be liberated from the intolerable slavery of public opinion, or in other words, from the true democratic institution. To be free means the embedding of the individual into the harmonious beauty of the whole.
Denkschrift des Preussischen Ministeriums für
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In this social and political vacuum between the lowest denominator or totality of the Germanic people and the highest whole or totality of the Germanic personality, education had to be given the attribution -one that is variously described and affirmed in the research in the German-language realm up to the present day -that education is autonomous. This was based on the term Bildung that had been cultivated in the second half of the eighteenth century as a result of a depoliticised and inner reception of Shaftesbury. 93 At that time already, Bildung was aimed against Western Civilisation, targeting France in particular. Bildung became the epitome of the German Romantic Movement around 1800. On the basis of the concept of Bildung, then, geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik crystallised out of the context of the clutter and uncertainties surrounding the education law of the Reich.
The idea of the autonomy of education gained its ideological power out of the often heated parliamentary and school policy debates on the education law. The debates were interpreted as a reflection of a Volk community torn apart by democracy, and it was to be the job of education to rebuild that community. Wilhelm Flitner wrote as editor of the journal Erziehung in 1928 that it was not the task of educators to take sides, or in other words, it was not the job of educators to make people capable of engaging with democracy. Education must instead be oriented towards the higher world of the whole, the true Volk. As to the controversy between democracy and the authoritarian state, educators should look exclusively to a higher instance for orientation: the true community. 93 In Flitner's understanding, this is the true Volk, the invisible Church, the true Community, whose contents are legitimate if they have a place in the inward spiritual world of the Person. It is in this that the autonomy of education lies when we examine the societal dependencies. 94 Flitner does not negate the necessity of tension in political life, but it means merely that education has some intrinsic laws that must not be 89 Ibid., p. 251. 90 denied, for that would mean abandoning educational responsibility. 95 Politics is external -meaning that it is controversy and plurality -and its limits lie where the inner freedom of the duty of education begins. 96 One year later, in 1929, Erich Weniger, who studied under Nohl, placed a double emphasis on the autonomy of education. That autonomy was, first, a part of the modern atomisation process into different cultural areas, and, second, it must be strictly upheld because it came under attack from these other autonomous cultural areas. Weniger described this as tragic, because education was the greater means of upholding man's freedom and dignity. 97 The autonomy of education came to the fore in three areas: in the educating behaviour of the educator, in educational institutions, and in science. 98 Weniger found the first area to be the most significant, because autonomous educational practice was not dependent upon education's status as a science, but was merely fostered or hindered by it. 100 Weniger bases this idea on one of Nohl's statements in his essay in Erziehung: The teacher is not merely a contractor providing services to the family, the state, or the church. He serves his own higher idea, namely, the mental and physical development of children, which is supposed to cultivate the organs of a higher life. 101 This was in no way a new idea; it had its origins in Reformpädagogik. In the foreword to a collection of texts called Vom Kinde aus, the editor, Johannes Gläser, writes in the name of the Educational Commission of the Friends of the Fatherland School and Education Department in Hamburg (Arbeiten des pädagogischen Ausschusses der Gesellschaft der Freunde des vaterländischen Schul-und Erziehungswesens zu Hamburg) that he rejects anything that is demanded of education for the purposes and aims of the state, church, party, or the trades. Education is about "undisturbed growth"
102 so that the whole of the child's soul can be sustained.
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Just as the Progressive Education movement had deemed children and youth "holy", geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik was based on the premise that it was "immediate to God". This was in analogy to the historian Ranke's by then famous dictum that, while every epoch has it particular tendency and its own ideal, every epoch is a manifestation of the will of God; is "immediate to God". This meant that the individuality of history was the expression of divine providence. Similarly, then, education always meant acting as the "child's advocate" against the diabolical demands of society. Weniger writes that the powers in life seek in youth successors, servants, and holders of office; they seek total possession. But autonomy means insisting on the freedom of man, on his inner agreement and his will. In the midst of the confusing simultaneous societal demands on youth, educational autonomy is a means of assuring human unity and wholeness; it is a protective dam to contain the danger of being ripped apart or pulled hither and yon. It is here that the Persönlichkeit of the teacher, or child-rearer, makes his crucial contribution.
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The weak theoretical foundation of the argument forced geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik to fall back on historical constructions. The catchword of child advocacy led naturally to the elevating of Rousseau as the first hero of educational autonomy. In 1929 and 1930 105 Georg Geissler, who was part of the circle around the editors of the journal Erziehung, published a monograph and a collection of texts on the autonomy of education. Both works begin with Rousseau and then move on, via Pestalozzi, to a treatment of only German authors up to the present. Rousseau was named the "founder of educational autonomy", who had caused a complete shift in education by considering the "whole man" and "man himself in his totality". 106 Here the focus is on three factors in the true essence of education: pupil, educator, and objective value. The educator is responsible for transmitting to the pupiltaking into account the "whole person" -not primarily scientific knowledge of the empirical world, but, rather, a world of ideas and values so that the "subjective totality of the pupil" can evolve. 107 By the close of the Weimar Republic, the concept of geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik had matured to the extent that it could be codified effectively by Nohl and Pallat's Handbuch der Pädagogik and could take on paradigmatic character. Whereas many, diverse authors contributed to the Handbuch, the most important contributions closely followed the line taken by the editors of the journal Erziehung. The first essay in the first volume was dedicated to the Theory of Bildung; the second addressed the History of Bildung and Its Theory. This History, which was the cooperative effort of several authors, did not begin with the Greeks, but instead introduced the topic with a long digression on "The Germanic Character" by Friedrich Naumann, one of Nohl's colleagues in Göttingen. Nohl himself wrote the conclusion to the history, "The Educational Movement in Germany", which once again homogenised all variations in the educational reform movement in Germany and thus created the premise that allowed the theory of Bildung to appear to follow logically. In other words, this construction of history served as the basis of argumentation for the Bildung theory. With all this, it may not astonish you to learn that these two essays subsequently appeared in book form in 1935 and, by 2002, had been published in a total of eleven editions. Still today, this book is regarded as one of the most important educational works of the twentieth century. 108 Nohl's programmatic essay on the theory of Bildung contains all the elements of this geisteswissenschaftliche theory. First, following Dilthey, the author examines the "Possibility of a General Theory" and, after analysing the various founding theories, declares the field to be an expanse of rubble and ruins. For Nohl, the correct approach is to start out from the education reality, which for him is in no way empirical, but instead idealistic. Each cultural area, says Nohl in a Platonic fashion, is led by "its own idea", and this idea is the phaenomenon bene fundatum that must constitute the starting point for the scientific theory. 109 Nohl does not elaborate on why this is so.
Logically, Nohl now moves on to treat the "autonomy of education" and asserts that the state, politics, economy, and the parties seek to instrumentalise education as an executive organ that carries out their aims. In the face of the horrible struggle of these powers and world-views, says Nohl, we must reinforce the autonomy of education that the theory of Bildung demonstrates. The act of educating, or the pedagogical relationship, stands at the centre of this autonomy, which has been possible in Germany only since Rousseau's discovery of childhood and its transmission by Pestalozzi. Its goal is the education of the whole man. 110 From this, writes Nohl, the pedagogical community (Bildungsgemeinschaft) becomes the core of education. It is the most intensive form of human relationships. The educational community has as its goal the "awakening of a unified spiritual life", a "personal spirit [Geist]". In these polarising times, we need the model of the educatorpersonality, Nohl continues, for the more scattered or incomplete that education is in a particular time, the more important it is for the pupil to see in the unified humanness of his educator a representation of the higher life. 111 Thus, the goal of the autonomy of education is Bildung, which starts out from the dualisms and seeks personal totality. As Nohl puts it, Bildung is the subjective way of existing in a culture -the inner form and spiritual posture of the soul, which takes on, through its own powers, everything that comes to it from the outside towards forming a unified inward life. It is this inward spiritual life that shapes every utterance and every action. 112 Therefore, as Nohl sums up, this approach is possible only in a state that has a comprehensive Volksbildung. Nohl concludes from his discussion of Volksbildung that only in an educated life of the Volk does the individual also achieve this unified shaping and forming.
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Outlook
It is not by accident that the 1998 Philosophers on Education 114 edited by Amélie Ocksenberg Rorty does not contain a single reference to the philosophising German educationalists. The fact is that the tradition was obviously not compatible with international discourse at all, for hardly any of the works have been published in English or French translation -although some have appeared in Finnish and Japanese. 115 This omission does not mean that geisteswissenschaftliche Pädagogik is merely an insignificant relic of the Weimar Republic, however. After 1945, Nohl, Spranger, Flitner and Weniger once again held key chairs/professorships in the German Federal Republic and founded a school that remained virulent even long after the declaration in 1968 of the end of an epoch. 116 The issue is not whether the discourse continued to develop in a linear or consistent fashion. The important point is that Herman Nohl, for example, is still today described in an affirmative manner in large studies such as Dorle Klika's habilitation dissertation, 117 that Persönlichkeit continues to be used as an educational concept with positive connotations, that the autonomy of education is still presented affirmatively, 118 and that even the most recent historical treatments still focus almost exclusively on German authors from the late eighteenth century to the present. 119 Upon this background, the attempts most recently to internationalise research in education are a welcome development. 120 However, what needs to be examined first may well be nationalisation, not internationalisation. Recently, a survey within the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Erziehungwissenschaft (German Society of Education) asked participants what they saw as the 100 most important publications of the twentieth century in the field of education. The results showed that thirty of the works named were first published outside Germany. And yet, what Klaus Peter Horn finds "astonishing" is not that this is such a small number, but that it is so large. 121 Even though repulsive völkisch-national arguments have long disappeared from educational discussion in German books and journals, it is noteworthy that there is very little reception of the international discussion in Germany -both in historical and theoretical research; educational sociology is very weakly represented; and the issue of education and democracy is a marginal one. Pragmatism is practically non-existent, educational concepts from analytical philosophy (such as from the work of Scheffler 122 or Peters 123 ) are missing entirely. 124 Internationalisation is the decisive claim for progress within educational discourse. As a precondition, we need to understand our own traditions, our own languages. That is why the history of any discipline is so important. "To discover from the history of thought that there are in fact no such timeless concepts, but only the various different concepts which have gone with various different societies, is to discover a general truth not merely about the past but about ourselves as well"; to learn from the past by distinguishing between the necessary and the contingent is to learn "the key to self-awareness itself". 125 In the 1920s, George Herbert Mead already knew about the contexts of ideas when he wrote, "Popular education and economic opportunity sprang naturally from its [the American] social attitude and its geographical situation. It was the distillation of the democracy inherent in Calvinism and the Industrial Revolution at liberty to expand and proliferate for a century without the social problems which beset it in Europe. The American pioneer was spiritually stripped for the material conquest of a continent and the formation of a democratic community". 126 Internationalisation does not mean blind adoption of foreign concepts. It means international discussion among scholars who are historically self-aware of their own traditions, not in order to defend them, but -on the contrary -to allow different or foreign arguments to be understood. 127 
